The reach of the social media campaign was particularly successful, with 4.2 million impressions
(number of times posts were displayed) and 120,000 plus link clicks.
CURRENT STATE
The purpose of the 2019 Amendment Rule extension was to prevent a bottleneck situation occurring,
and it has not had the desired effect. Approximately 110,487 (as at 26 February 2021) time-limited
licences with an automatic 2-year extension from 2019, will begin to expire from 1 December 2021.
Projections show between 3,000 – 5,000 licence holders a month until late 2023 will have their timelimited licence expire.
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Alongside of this group, there are also a large group of licence holders (321,087) still on a 10-year
graduated class who have not progressed to a higher class and whose licences become time limited
licences on renewal. Driver licensing agents (the agent network) can only process on average 11,000
– 15,000 standard driver licence applications per month (e.g. 10-yea full licence renewals, new class
of licence, licence reinstatements, licence replacements, etc).
In short, the time-limited driver licence bottleneck has simply moved into the future, where it will soon
begin to affect the broader driver licensing system. Further issues have compounded this bottleneck,
and these are detailed below
Capacity Issues
When combining time-limited licences with standard driver li ence applications, the agent network will
not be able to cope with the increased demand, causing a knock on effect for other licence holders and
creating delays in an already congested system. Significant agent network and testing capacity issues
will likely further hinder these time-limited licence holde s, particularly if they are intending to progress
to the next stage of the GDLS. Currently there are substantial wait times for all stages of the GDLS
across New Zealand, but Auckland is particularly affected.

MSD Financial Assistance
In 2019, MSD began to provide targeted financial assistance within the South Auckland Region. This
has supported driver licensing uptake in Māori and Pasifika communities, and is expected to continue
until at least 2022. While MSDs investment has enabled more people to enter the driver licensing
system and Waka Kotahi supports this, it has unintentionally increased test wait time demand in
Auckland. While this increased demand is being addressed operationally, time-limited licences will
continue to c mpound wait times.
Impact of COVID-19
Furthermore, the impact of COVID-19 lockdowns during 2020 and into 2021 (and potentially beyond)
has been ignificant and will continue to negatively affect the driver licensing system for some time. The
economic effects of COVID-19 will have disproportionately impacted communities who already
experience accessibility issues within the driver licensing system. The expiry of time-limited licenses
will also begin in the upcoming 2021/22 summer period, a traditionally busy demand period for driver
licensing services. This will further increase waiting times.
Overseas Driver Licence Extension
The Land Transport (Driver Licensing) (Covid-19 Temporary Extension of Deemed Licences)
Amendment Rule 2020 came into force in December 2020. Its intention is to enable overseas driver
licence holders to continue to drive on their overseas licence for up to 24 months in New Zealand.
This was to provide relief to overseas licence holders who have been unable to leave New Zealand due
to COVID-19 border restrictions, and to help manage the number and flow of licence conversions in the
driver licensing system. Extended overseas driver licences will begin to expire from December 2021,
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with the extension itself expiring at the end of March 2022. This will also place further stress on the
driver licensing system during the same time period as the time-limited licence extension expiry, as
many of these drivers will be required to convert to a New Zealand licence to continue driving in New
Zealand.
OPTIONS
Seven options have been developed for analysis to remedy the risks and issues created by time-limited
licences:
A. Keep the current time-limited licence policy in place and amend the Rule to allow the licence
holder to sit a theory test as part of the renewal application at any time prior to the expiry date,
rather than only within 90 days of the expiry date
B. Keep the current time-limited licence policy in place and amend the Rule to allow the licence
holder to renew the licence at any time prior to the expiry date and remove the mandatory
theory test requirement
C. Keep the current time-limited licence policy in place and let time-limited licences expire. Waka
Kotahi will continue to communicate and educate on the requirements of holding a time-limited
licence
D. Amend the Rule to revoke the time-limited licence policy and revert all time-limited licences
back to a standard 10-year licence validity (recommended)
E. Amend the Rule to extend the expiry date for time-limited icence holders by 12-24 months to
allow these drivers extra time to renew or progress
F. With any of the options suggested, amend the Rule to make the display of an R plate on any
vehicle operated by a restricted licence hold r mandatory
G. Amend the Rule to create an extension only for those time-limited licence holders within the
window of December 2021 – December 2023
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Assessment Criteria

Each option above has been assessed against the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety: the impact on road safety outcomes
Accessibility: the impact the option will have on access to a local driver licensing or testing site,
access to a supervisor and a road legal vehicle for vulnerable drivers
Social Impact: the broader social impact the option will have on vulnerable drivers, such as
equity, affordability, etc
Capacity: the impact the option will have on the Driver Licencing and Driver Testing systems
capacity
Implementation: the impact the option will have on implementation
Revenue: the impact the option will have on Waka Kotahi revenue

Whether the option has met any of the criteria is noted in the Options Analysis table. Please see
Appendix 1 for this.
RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended Waka Kotahi supports and advocates for option D, which would revoke the timelimited licence policy and revert all licences back to a standard 10-year licence validity. This is based
on the options analysis table in Appendix 1.
This is the preferred option because data reflects the initial policy has not had the desired outcome of
reducing pooling and progression through the GDLS. It is also placing additional pressure on an already
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Assessment against Criteria
Option B: Allow renewal to occur at any time without a theory test – renewed validity period of 5 years from
grant date (regardless of any time which may remain in the current period)
Advantages

Disadvantages

•

•

•
•
•

Acts as an incentive to move drivers through the
GDLS system as the licence has to be renewed
more frequently than a full class, but does not
impact on resources for either theory or practical
testing
Will reduce the risk of non-compliance if drivers do
not have to re-sit a theory test
Does not pose privacy integrity risk, as the customer
will be in contact with Waka Kotahi to update
address information
Doesn’t impose a significant cost on the licence
holder as only the renewal fee must be paid
($20.10)

•

•
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•

•
•

•

Criteria met
•
•
•

•
•

•

Requires amendment to the Land Transport (Driver
Licensing) Rule 1999, which is a resource intensive
process.
ACC research indicates many of the drivers who do not
progress through the system lack clear coaching
instruction and find it hard to know when they have the
skills to successfully sit the test
Will place stress on agent capacity – especially since
the COVID-19 Overseas Driver Licence Holders
Extension will expire on 31 March 2022
Potential damage to the eputation of Waka Kotahi as
we would be ret acting the policy that was put in place,
and would not be ensuring these licence holders remain
knowledgeable of the road rules
Accessibility and equity barriers: will impact willing
compliance
For drivers to renew their icence and not progress,
challenges the integrity of the GDLS. The system is not
intended to have drivers remain at the learner or
restricted driver licence stage
Has no been costed by Waka Kotahi due to time
constraints

Safety: Will have a neutral safety impact.
Accessibility: This change would ontinue the known accessibility issues, of cost, access to adequate training,
proximity to licensing agent and/or test location
Social Impact: Will have a minimal positive impact as it will mean licence holders aren’t required to renew
within a set period or sit another theory test but will continue the known accessibility issues, of cost, access to
adequate training, proximit to licensing agent and/or test location and place unnecessary stress on the licence
holder and their Whānau
Capacity: It may smooth out some capacity demand as renewal can be completed at any time prior to expiry
and no theory test required, but if people choose not to renew before their licence expires, then stress will still
be placed on agent and testing capacity
Implement tion: Low to medium level complexity. From a technical systems perspective, this will require some
changes to the Driver Licence Register and from a communications perspective will require a series of direct
messaging and broader communications. A full analysis of implementation requirements has yet to be
completed
Revenue: Will ha e a neutral effect to expected cashflow revenue
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•
•
•

Capacity: Will alleviate the incoming bottleneck and spread out the renewal of these licences more evenly
Implementation: Medium level complexity. From a technical systems perspective, this will require a greater
level of changes to the Driver Licence Register, but from a communications perspective is likely to only require
a broad communications approach. A full analysis of implementation requirements has yet to be completed
Revenue: Will reduce expected cashflow in the short-term

Assessment against Criteria
Option E: Further 12 - 24 month extension
Advantages:

Disadvantages:

•

•

•
•

Time-limited licences will start expiring on
1/12/2021. This would allow drivers in this cohort
extra time to progress
Allows testing sites extra time to increase resources
to manage these extra drivers over coming years
Would give extra time for Waka Kotahi to design and
implement a plan to encourage progression through
the GDLS

Requires amendment to the Land Transport (Driver
Licensing) Rule 1999, which is a resource intensive
process.
Analysis of the data of those who have progressed to
another class during the 2019 extension period
indicates that the extension was ineffective – out of the
131,232 licences extended there is still a remaining
pool of 110,516 sitting on the same class having done
nothing in the extended period.
Could exac rbate the tes ing capacity issues i.e. 3,346
time-l mited licences will expire in December 2021, and
between around 3000 – 6000 are expected to expire
each month until the end of 2023
Mass change to expiry dates in the Driver Licensing
Registe wil impact the integrity of the register and its
data Licence records are already out of sync with
photo driver licence (PDL) card details as no
replacement cards were automatically issued for
pr vious extensions and further extensions will
exacerbate problems as more licences will have
expired by the time a decision is made
Drivers may not be aware of the new expiry date as
new PDLs are not issued for the extension and despite
an extensive communications campaign, confusion is
widespread.
There is already existing confusion among extended
time-limited licence holders and industry on when their
licence actually expires despite the communications
campaign from Waka Kotahi.
If a new PDL is not issued, downstream effect of not
being able to use for ID purposes
Has not been costed by Waka Kotahi due to time
constraints
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•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Criteria met
• Safety: May assist with compliance as licence holder not caught out with an expired licence, but the change
itself will have a neutral safety impact
• Accessibility: This change would continue the known accessibility issues, of cost, access to adequate training,
proximity to licensing agent and/or test location
• Social Impact: Will have a minimal positive impact as it will mean licence holders aren’t required to renew or
sit a test when not ready or when the system has limited capacity, but will continue the known accessibility
issues, of cost, access to adequate training, proximity to licensing agent and/or test location and place
unnecessary stress on the licence holder and their Whānau
• Capacity: It may smooth out some capacity demand in the short term but will only push the issue out further to
form a larger bottleneck
• Implementation: High level complexity. From a technical systems perspective, this will require a significant
update to all affected driver licence records on the Driver Licence Register, and an extensive social media,
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•

communications and industry/stakeholder engagement approach. It will be difficult to communicate as some
licences will be extended and others will not
Revenue: Will have a neutral effect to expected cashflow revenue

Assessment against Criteria
Option F: Amend the Land Transport (Driver Licensing) Rule 1999 for the mandatory display of an R plate on
any vehicle operated by a restricted licence holder
Advantages:
Disadvantages:
Research evidence from New Jersey shows a direct • Requires amendment to the Land Transport (Driver
positive effect on road safety through a 9%
Licensing) Rule 1999, which is a resource intensive
reduction in crash rates in the first year of
process.
introducing a comparable measure (only for drivers
• Does not directly address the specific issue of Timeless than 21 years old) despite preliminary evidence
Limited Licences expiring from 1 December 2021
showing variable compliance with the requirement
• High level of non-compliance with L plates brings the
(between 46%-70%)
effectiveness of mandatory R plates into question
• Provides an additional incentive for restricted licence • The transferabil ty of the successful New Jersey
holders to progress to a full licence in order to avoid
experience to New Zealand is unknown as are the
incurring monetary penalties as well as demerit
longer-term impacts on driver behaviour (the New
points for non-compliance. There is also likely to be
Jersey study covered only the irst 12 months after the
an incentive created by creating a wish to avoid
law change and enforcement activity was concentrated
embarrassment associated with the display of such
in the first few months after the law’s implementation
plates.
• Requirement could be easily breached as R plates are
• May increase awareness of the restricted licence
easy to remove (in 2011 nearly 26,000 offences of
conditions amongst parents and peers, which could
removing L plates were detected)
lead to improved compliance
• Penalty costs to drivers for non-display could total $2.6
• Enhances enforcement efforts relating to licence
million (previous costings) if there is the same
condition breaches by increasing the visibility of
incidence of non-display as for L plates
restricted licence holders. The New Jersey study
• Would have an associated cost to Waka Kotahi for
identifies a 14% increase in citation rates or
initial implementation of $510,000 and annual costs of
violation of driver licence requirements and
$393,000 (costed in 2013 ‘Proposals to Address Driver
attributes (despite evidence that not all drivers were
Licence Pooling’ Regulatory Impact Statement, but
displaying the required decal).
these numbers would need to be updated and upfront
• Alerts other road users to the restricted licence
costs likely absorbed as part of other changes from
holders’ licence status and po ential skill limitation
GDLS regulatory review).
• Small additional cost (about $10 per pair of signs or
can be made by the licence holder)
• No need for amendment to Waka Kotahi information
technology
Criteria met
• Safety: research shows that displaying R plates improves road safety
• Accessib lity: Unlikely to have a negative impact, when compared to the gains in road safety. Based on the
current cost of L plates for learner drivers, R plates could cost $2 to $5
• Social Impact: Neutral impact
• Capacity: Will have no impact
• Implementati n: Low level complexity. No technical system changes required as this would only require a
relatively extensive communications campaign linked to other changes as part of implementing the GDLS
regulatory review
• Revenue: No impact
•
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Assessment against Criteria
Option G: An extension only for those within the window of December 2021 – December 2023
Advantages:
Disadvantages:
•
•
•

Time-limited licences will start expiring on 1
December 2021. This would allow drivers in this
cohort extra time to progress
Allows testing sites extra time to increase resources
to manage these extra drivers over coming years
Would give extra time for Waka Kotahi to design and
implement a plan to encourage progression through
the GDLS

•
•
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•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Criteria met
•
•
•

•
•

•

Requires amendment to the Land Transport (Driver
Licensing) Rule 1999, which is a resource intensive
process.
Analysis of the data of those who have progressed to
another class during the previous extension period
indicates that the extension was ineffective – out of the
131,232 licences extended there is still a remaining
pool of 110,516 sitting on the same class having done
nothing in the extended period. It does not seem that
COVID-19 was a large factor in this based on
progression data from 2014 to 2019.
Could push the testing capacity issues i.e. 3,346 time
limited licences will expire in December 2021, and
between around 3000 – 6000 are expected to expire
each month until the end of 2023
Mass change to expiry dates in D iver Licensing
Register wil impact the i tegri y of the register and its
data – Lic nce records are already out of sync with
PDL details as no replacement cards were
automatically issued and further extension exacerbates
prob ems
Drivers may not be aware of the new expiry date due to
known confusion from the 2019 extension and because
contact deta ls in the Driver Licence Register are often
out of date.
Despite posted letters, media statements, social media
advertising and memo to industry, there is already
existing confusion among extended time-limited licence
holders and industry on when their licence actually
expires
If a new PDL is not issued for all drivers, there will be
further confusion for licence holders, insurance
companies, financial institutions and roadside Police
enforcement activities
If a new PDL is not issued, downstream effect of not
being able to use for ID purposes
Has not been costed by Waka Kotahi due to time
constraints

Safety: May assist with compliance as licence holder not caught out with an expired licence, but the change
itself will have a neutral safety impact
Accessibility: This change would continue the known accessibility issues, of cost, access to adequate training,
proximi y to l censing agent and/or test location
Social Impact: Will have a minimal positive impact as it will mean licence holders aren’t required to renew or sit
a test when not ready or when the system has limited capacity, but will continue the known accessibility issues,
of cost, access to adequate training, proximity to licensing agent and/or test location and place unnecessary
stress on the licence holder and their Whānau
Capacity: It may smooth out some capacity demand in the short term but will only push the issue out further to
form a larger bottleneck
Implementation: High level complexity. From a technical systems perspective, this will require a significant
update to all affected driver licence records on the Driver Licence Register, and an extensive social media,
communications and industry/stakeholder engagement approach. It will be difficult to communicate as some
licences will be extended and others will not
Revenue: Will have a neutral effect to expected cashflow revenue
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UNCLASSIFIED

•

We propose to revert the Class 1 and 6 learner and restricted licences to a standard
10-year validity (the same as the Class 1 and 6 full licence) when a licence-holder
renews their time-limited licence.

•

The 2014 Amendment Rule also introduced changes limiting when a time-limited
licence can be renewed (on the day of or after expiry), and requiring a licence holder
to re-sit and pass a theory test when renewing their licence. The 2019 Amendment
Rule increased the time for renewal, allowing a time-limited licence holder to renew
their licence up to 90 days prior to the expiry date. We propose revoking these
amendments as they place unnecessary barriers and costs in the driver licensing
system.

•

As the licences will begin to expire in December 2021, we recommend you proceed
with an urgent Amendment Rule, which would require:
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o

Agreement from Cabinet to the proposed policy change and to waive the 28day rule

o

a targeted stakeholder engagement process (using contacts identified as part
of the GDLS review and Waka Kotahi contacts) instead of a formal public
consultation process.

Recommendations
We recommend you:

1

agree to:
•
•
•

revert the Class 1 and 6 learner and restricted licences to a period of validity of
10 years when renewed

Yes / No

remove the 90-day time restriction on renewal, allowing these licence holders to
renew their licence any time before expiry
remove the requirement for the licence holder to re-sit and pass the relevant
theory test to renew their licence.

Helen White
Manager, Mobility and Safety

Hon Michael Wood
Minister of Transport

..... / ...... / ......

..... / ...... / ......

Minister’s office to complete:

 Approved

 Declined

 Seen by Minister

 Not seen by Minister

 Overtaken by events
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TIME-LIMITED LICENCES EXPIRING FROM 1 DECEMBER 2021
The Land Transport (Driver Licensing) Rule 1999 was amended in 2014
1

The Land Transport (Driver Licensing) Amendment Rule 2014 (the 2014 Amendment
Rule) introduced the policy of the ‘time-limited licence’ for learner and restricted
licences for Class 1 (car licence) and Class 6 (motorcycle licence). The intention of
introducing the time-limit was to encourage learner and restricted driver licence
holders to progress through the Graduated Driver Licensing System (GDLS) within
the 5-year timeframe.

2

The 2014 Amendment Rule also introduced restrictions on renewal including that a
time-limited licence could not be renewed:
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2.1

prior to the expiry date

2.2

unless the holder re-sat and passed the rele ant theory test

Policy rationale for the 2014 Amendment Rule
3

Time-limited licences aimed to alleviate a perceived issue known as ‘pooling’ (staying
on a learner or restricted licence for extended periods of time). As novice drivers and
motorcyclists acquire the skills and driving experience needed to drive safely on the
road, they are expected to graduate from a learner licence to a restricted licence, then
to a full licence, within a reasonable timeframe.

4

At the time, creating a time limit was seen as striking a balance between providing
sufficient incentive for individuals capable of progressing to do so, but avoiding
prematurely forcing those who do not feel skilled enough to progress. The inclusion of
the theory test as a mandatory requirement for renewal was to reassure Waka Kotahi
that the time-limited licence holder was still current in their driving knowledge, and to
incentivise graduating to the next licence stage. It was also included to penalise those
who did not progress

5

In proposing the policy, it was also noted that ‘pooling’ increased the likelihood of
drivers not comp ying with their licence conditions, but there was no evidence that
those who remain on learner and restricted driver licences had any higher risk of
crashes The advice also noted that ‘pooling’ at the learner and restricted licence
stage, while not consistent with the policy framework of GDLS, could have some road
safety benefits. If people on their learner and restricted licence comply fully with the
conditions of the licence, their exposure to risk would be limited.

The Rule was amended again in 2019
6

In early 2019 it was identified that 144,000 time-limited licences were due to expire
between 1 December 2019 to 1 December 2021. When Waka Kotahi identified this
issue, steps were taken to intensify awareness and encourage progression through
the system. Monitoring the progression of time-limited licence holders confirmed that
these efforts to improve implementation were unsuccessful in prompting the timelimited licence holders to progress.
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7

These licences were extended by 2 years through the Land Transport Rule: Driver
Licensing Amendment (No 2) 2019 (2019 Amendment Rule), recognising that the
driver licensing system did not have the capacity to progress all drivers through the
system before licences would expire.

8

The 2019 Amendment Rule came into effect on 1 November 2019, with the following
changes:
8.1

time-limited licences expiring between 1 December 2019 and 1 December
2021, received an automatic two-year extension from the original expiry date
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8.2

time-limited licence holders who wanted to remain at their current licence stage
were given the ability to renew their licence up to 90 days prior to the expiry
date

8.3

new photo driver licences were not issued for the automatic two-year extension
as this was a blanket extension.

9

Issuing new photo driver licences, would have been cost prohibit ve, and a privacy
concern as addresses recorded on the Driver Licence Register are not required to be
kept current. NZ Police were still able to confirm the driver licences correct expiry
date through their systems.

10

To communicate these changes and encourage progression through the system,
Waka Kotahi:
10.1 launched a six-month social media campaign

10.2 sent new letters/emails to all applicable time-limited licence holders
10.3 updated time limited licence renewal reminders

10.4 introduced a new series of letter and email reminders and varying intervals for
when the time-limited licence holder was eligible for their next stage of licence.

Implementing the ‘time-limited licence’ policy has not encouraged progression
through the GDLS
11

Current data (as at 26 February 2021) shows that approximately 110,487 time-limited
licences which were automatically extended by 2 years (by the 2019 Rule
Amendment), will begin to expire from 1 December 2021.

12

Projections show between now and late 2023, approximately 3,000–5,000 licence
holders a month will have their time-limited licence expire, meaning they become
ineligible to drive and will need to renew their licence for a fee, pass a theory test and
be issued with another 5-year time-limited licence. Despite increasing testing officers,
the driver licensing system does not have the capacity to test all of these licenceholders, or renew their licences, before they expire.

13

Alongside this group, there are also a large group of learner and restricted licence
holders (321,087) still on a 10-year licence who have not yet progressed to a higher
class. When these licences are renewed, they will become time-limited licences.
UNCLASSIFIED
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14

Waka Kotahi has attempted to encourage progression through the driver licensing
system by:
14.1 Social media advertising campaigns
14.2 Renewal reminders
14.3 Increasing the number of testing officers available
14.4 Working with stakeholders and community groups, such as NZIDE, AA, VTNZ,
the Driving Change Network.

15
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Despite the efforts of Waka Kotahi, implementing the time-limited licence policy has
not supported the progression of drivers though the GDLS as intended. The capacity
issues currently in the driver testing system affecting most regions across the country,
particularly in Auckland, may have also limited those who want to progress.

Research shows there are a number of reasons why licence holders do not
progress
16

There are barriers to the accessibility of a driver licence that prevent some people
from progressing through the system. These barriers include the cost of tests (both
theory and practical) and renewing a licence and having access to adequate
supervision/training or a road legal vehicle in which to be trained in, or to take to a
practical test.

17

Research has also confirmed that there a e wide ranging reasons licence holders
don’t progress through the GDLS, such as:
17.1 only needing a learner licence to ride a moped

17.2 only wanting a driver licence for identification purposes

17 3 in the case of a restricted licence, only needing to transport children or a
spouse. 1
18

These barriers and reasons for non-progression were further confirmed in mid-2019
when the Waka Kotahi Contact Centre carried out a series of outbound calls (less
than 100, as a pulse check) to impacted time-limited licence holders, asking why they
did not progress.

The time-limited licence policy impact on safety outcomes is unknown
19

The policy rationale for the 2014 Amendment Rule noted that licence ’pooling’ was
not an existing safety concern. It was pursued primarily to encourage progression
through the driver licencing system over 5 years.

20

There is no clear safety rationale or data available to demonstrate the safety impact
of the time limited licence policy:

1 John Langley et al (2012) Non-progression through graduated driver licensing: Characteristics, traffic offending, and reasons
for nonprogression,13-1, 7-13
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Social Impact
The broader social impact the
option will have on vulnerable
drivers, such as equity,
affordability, etc

Capacity
The impact the option will have
on the Driver Licencing and
Driver Testing systems capacity

This change aligns with the MSD review on
improving access and equity to the licensing
system.

Positive

Will alleviate the incoming bottleneck and
spread out the renewal of these licences more
evenly.

Positive
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Implementation

How easy the option is to
implement

Revenue

The impact the option will have
on Waka Kotahi revenue

Medium level complexity. This change would
free up some internal Waka Kotahi resources in
the long term. From a technical systems
perspective, this will require a greater level of
changes to the Driver Licence Register but
from a communications perspective is likely to
only require a broad communications approach.
A full analysis of implementation requirements
has yet to be completed.

Neutral – more
work required
to determine
full impact

In accordance with Treasury requirements,
Waka Kotahi administers the driver licensing
system on the principle of cost-recovery
(commonly known as user-pays’). Therefore,
driver licensing fees are intended to be set in
such a way that those who use (and benefit
directly from) the service are charged
appropriately. Under a user-pays system, the
level of revenue to operate the system is based
on the volume of people using and paying for
the services they use. Removing the timelimited licence for the 10-year standard licences
will therefore reduce expected cashflow in the
short-term for Waka Kotahi.

Negative
initially, due to
a reduction in
forecasted
cashflow, but
as the system
is operated on
cost recovery, it
will be
corrected in the
short to
medium term
as a neutral
impact.

Waka Kotahi considered a number of other options to address this issue
25

Waka Kotahi considered a range of options, these were:

25 1 Keep the current time-limited licence policy in place and amend the Rule to
allow the licence holder to sit a theory test as part of the renewal application at
any time prior to the expiry date, rather than only within 90 days of the expiry
date

25.2 Keep the current time-limited licence policy in place and amend the Rule to
allow the licence holder to renew the licence at any time prior to the expiry date
and remove the mandatory theory test requirement
25.3 Keep the current time-limited licence policy in place and let time-limited licences
expire. Waka Kotahi will continue to communicate and educate on the
requirements of holding a time-limited licence
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25.4 Amend the Rule to revoke the time-limited licence policy and revert all timelimited licences back to a standard 10-year licence validity (recommended)
25.5 Amend the Rule to extend the expiry date for time-limited licence holders by 1224 months to allow these drivers extra time to renew or progress
25.6 Amend the Rule to create an extension only for those time-limited licence
holders within the window of December 2021–December 2023
26

Waka Kotahi’s Analysis of the options considered against the assessment criteria is
included in Appendix 1.
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Revoking the time-limited licence policy should confer only benefits to the
public
27

This option will not adversely affect vulnerable drivers, instead it will positively impact
the time-limited licence cohort and other licence holders. This is because it removes
the time pressure, cost, stress, and access issues of meeting the time-limited licence
requirements and it frees-up system capacity for other driver licence holders.

28

There is the risk that this change would result in some licence holders continuing to
not progress through the GDLS, however, this should not have a negative impact on
road safety as the initial policy was not intended to improve road safety outcomes.

29

There are separate pieces of work underway to review the GDLS and to increase
access to driver training and licensing. The GDLS review is considering the extent to
which the GDLS is achieving road safety, access and equity outcomes. Changes from
this review are likely to support progression through the GDLS. Advice on the
regulatory review of the GDLS is expected to be provided to you in August 2021.

We intend to consult on this proposal
30

Subject to your agreement, we intend to perform targeted stakeholder engagement
using contacts identified as part of the GDLS review and Waka Kotahi’s stakeholder
lists, as this would be a wide-ranging policy change that affects a significant number
of New Zealanders. However, because we consider that it confers only benefits to the
public and because of the timeframes required to make the proposed amendments,
we do not propose to hold wider public consultation.

Implementation and impacts for Waka Kotahi
31

This proposal has not yet been fully costed by Waka Kotahi and more work is
required to determine the next steps for implementation. Indicative costs of IT system
changes and external communications are $650,000. Waka Kotahi is currently
securing funding for this and developing an implementation plan.

32

In the long-term, Waka Kotahi expect this proposal to be one of the more costeffective options to implement, of the options they considered.
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Proposed timeline
33

We propose to work to the following timeline, which was produced in consultation with
your office and Parliamentary Counsel Office:
Briefing signed by you

2 July 2021

Draft Cabinet paper provided to other agencies for consultation (1
week)

9 July 2021

Ministry of Transport provides draft Cabinet paper and any
associated documents to your office for consideration (excluding
feedback from departmental consultation)

14 July 2021

Caucus consultation and feedback

20 July 2021

Updated draft of the Cabinet paper provided to you (incorporating
departmental feedback)

23 July 2021

Ministerial consultation

23 July - 3 August
2021

Cabinet paper for DEV lodged

5 August 2021

Drafting instructions issued to PCO

16 August 2021

Consultation package prepared

16 August 2021

Targeted consultation (4 weeks + allowing tw weeks for any
extensions requested)

13 September – 8
October 2021 (or 22
October if required)

Summary of submissions and final briefing provided to you

29 October 2021

Any further draft ng instructions provided to PCO

5 November 2021

Proposed Amendment Rule provided to you for signing

19 November 2021
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34

We anticipa e requesting permission from Cabinet to waive the 28-day rule on the
basis that this proposal only confers benefits to the public.

35

Ideally, we would look to amend the Driver Licensing Rule as one package along with
the recommendations from the GDLS review, but as we need to address this issue
prior to 1 December 2021, we need to progress this issue separately. We will develop
communications material to ensure stakeholders and the public are aware of the
broader review underway.
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APPENDIX 1 - OPTIONS ANALYSIS TABLE

Assessment against Criteria
Option A: Allow renewal to occur at any time with a theory test – renewed validity period of 5 years
from grant date (regardless of any time which may remain in the current period)
Advantages
Disadvantages
•
•
•

the theory test ensures that these licence
holders remain knowledgeable of the road rules
Reduce reputational risk for Waka Kotahi
Does not pose privacy integrity risk, as the
customer will be in contact with Waka Kotahi to
update address information

•

Requires amendment to the Land Transport
(Driver Licensing) Rule 1999, which is a resource
intensive process.
Will place stress on agent and testing capacity –
especially since the COVID-19 Overseas Driver
Licence Extension will expire on 31 March 2022
Accessibility and equity barriers: cost, and
adequate training will impact willing compliance
Risk that drivers who ave become accustomed to
driving on their licence and do not want to re-sit a
theory test, will not renew and will drive unlicensed
For drivers to renew their licence and not progress,
challenges the integrity of the GDLS. The system
is not intended to have drivers remain at the
learner or restricted driver licence stages
Has not been costed by Waka Kotahi due to time
constraints
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•
•

•

•

•

Criteria met
• Safety: Will have a neutral safety impact
• Accessibility: This change would continue the known accessibility issues, of cost, access to adequate
training, proximity to licensing agent and/or test location
• Social Impact: Will have a minimal positive impact as it will mean licence holders aren’t required to
renew within a set period, but will continue the known accessibility issues, of cost, access to adequate
training, proximity to licensing agent and/or test location and place unnecessary stress on the licence
holder and their Whānau.
• Capacity: It may smooth out some capacity demand as renewal can be completed at any time prior to
expiry but if people choose not to renew before their licence expires, then stress will still be placed on
agent and testing capacity
• Implementation: Low level complexity. From a technical systems perspective, this will require some
changes to the Driver Licence Register and from a communications perspective will require a series of
direct messaging and broader communications. A full analysis of implementation requirements has yet to
be completed.
• Revenue: Will have a neutral effect to expected cashflow revenue

Assessment against Criteria
Option B: Allow renewal to occur at any time without a theory test – renewed validity period of 5
years from grant date (regardless of any time which may remain in the current period)
Advantages
Disadvantages
•

•
•
•

Acts as an incentive to move drivers through
the GDLS system as the licence has to be
renewed more frequently than a full class, but
does not impact on resources for either theory
or practical testing
Will reduce the risk of non-compliance if drivers
do not have to re-sit a theory test
Does not pose privacy integrity risk, as the
customer will be in contact with Waka Kotahi to
update address information
Doesn’t impose a significant cost on the licence
holder as only the renewal fee must be paid
($20.10)

•
•

Requires amendment to the Land Transport
(Driver Licensing) Rule 1999, which is a resource
intensive process.
ACC research indicates many of the drivers who
do not progress through the system lack clear
coaching instruction and find it hard to know when
they have the skills to successfully sit the test
Will place stress on agent capacity – especially
since the COVID 19 Overseas Driver Licence
Holders Extension will expire on 31 March 2022
Potential damage to the eputation of Waka Kotahi
as we would be retracting the policy that was put
in place, and would not be ensuring these licence
holders remain knowledgeable of the road rules
Accessibility and equity barriers: will impact willing
compliance
For drivers to renew their licence and not
progress, challenges the integrity of the GDLS.
The system is not intended to have drivers remain
at the learner or restricted driver licence stage
Has not been costed by Waka Kotahi due to time
constraints
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•

•

•

•

Criteria met
• Safety: Will have a neutral safety impact.
• Accessibility: This change would continue the known accessibility issues, of cost, access to adequate
training, proximity to licensing agent and/or test location
• Social Impact: Will have a minimal positive impact as it will mean licence holders aren’t required to
renew within a set period or sit another theory test, but will continue the known accessibility issues,
of cost, access to adequate training, proximity to licensing agent and/or test location and place
unnecessary stress on the licence holder and their Whānau
• Capacity: It may smooth out some capacity demand as renewal can be completed at any time prior
to expiry and no theory test required, but if people choose not to renew before their licence expires,
then stress will still be placed on agent and testing capacity
• Implementation: Low to medium level complexity. From a technical systems perspective, this will
require some changes to the Driver Licence Register and from a communications perspective will
require a series of direct messaging and broader communications. A full analysis of implementation
requirements has yet to be completed
• Revenue: Will have a neutral effect to expected cashflow revenue

WAKA KOTAHI NZ TRANSPORT AGENCY
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Assessment against Criteria
Option C: Maintain Status Quo – allow the Time- limited Licence Extension policy to expire, and
instead Waka Kotahi continue to communicate and educate on the implications of a time-limited
licence
Advantages
Disadvantages
•
•

Would align with the original intent of the timelimited Licence policy
No additional costs to Waka Kotahi

•
•

A significant number of licences begin to expire
from 1 December 2021
Will place stress on agent and testing capacity –
especially since the COVID-19 Overseas Driver
Licence Extension will expire on 31 March 2022
Risk that drivers will drive unlicensed
MSD review: would not improve access and equity
Will adversely affect vulnerable drivers
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•
•
•

Criteria met
• Safety: Will have a neutral safety impact
• Accessibility: This change would continue the known accessibility issues, of cost, access to adequate
training, proximity to licensing agent and/or test location
• Social Impact: Will continue the known accessibility issues, of cost, access to adequate training,
proximity to licensing agent and/or test location and place unnecessary stress on the licence holder
and their Whānau. The time-limited licence policy is also contrary to the current views of driver
licensing enabling broader social outcomes
• Capacity: Will continue to place significant stress on agent and testing network capacity as an extra
3000-5000 time-limited licences will expire every month until the end of 2023, with further timelimited licences coming through every month with a future 5-year licence validity (e.g. when a learner
or restricted licence issued prior to 1 December 2014 is renewed, it will be issued as a time-limited
licence)
• Implementation: Low level complexity. Will not require any technical system changes, instead only a
communications plan
• Revenue: Will have a neutral effect to expected cashflow revenue

Assessment against Criteria
Option D: Remove the entire time limited licence policy and revert all licences back to a standard 10year licence validity (recommended).
Advantages
Disadvantages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Would remove an ineffective policy which
•
places additional barriers on vulnerable groups
More efficient – frees up space at driver testing
sites
•
Allows people to remain on their licence for the
purpose they need it for without undue pressure •
to progress
Waka Kotahi and MOT will not have to respond
to the mass expiry of time-limited licences
every few years
Would free up internal Waka Kotahi resources
Would align with MSD’s focus around improving
access and equity to the licensing system
Will not adversely affect vulnerable drivers
Will not have a negative impact on road safety

Requires amendment to the Land Transport
(Driver Licensing) Rule 1999, which is a resource
intensive process.
Removing this policy could mean more people
pool in the learner and restricted stages
Has not been costed by Waka Kotahi due to time
constraints

Criteria met

•

Safety: The change will have a neutral safety impact
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•
•
•
•

•

Accessibility: Will have a positive impact as it allows vulnerable drivers on time-limited licences to
stay on their licence if they choose to, or progress without the added time pressure of a shorter
validity period
Social Impact: Positive impact. This change aligns with the MSD review on improving access and
equity to the licensing system
Capacity: Will alleviate the incoming bottleneck and spread out the renewal of these licences more
evenly
Implementation: Medium level complexity. From a technical systems perspective, this will require a
greater level of changes to the Driver Licence Register, but from a communications perspective is
likely to only require a broad communications approach. A full analysis of implementation
requirements has yet to be completed
Revenue: Will reduce expected cashflow in the short-term
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Assessment against Criteria
Option E: Further 12 - 24 month extension
Advantages:
•
•
•

Time-limited licences will start expiring on
1/12/2021. This would allow drivers in this
cohort extra time to progress
Allows testing sites extra time to increase
resources to manage these extra drivers over
coming years
Would give extra time for Waka Kotahi to
design and implement a plan to encourage
progression through the GDLS

Disadvantages
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
WAKA KOTAHI NZ TRANSPORT AGENCY

Requires amendment to the Land Transport
(Driver Licensing) Rule 1999, which is a resource
intensive process.
Analysis of the data of those who have
progressed to another class during the 2019
extension period indicates that the extension was
ineffective – out of the 131,232 licences extended
there is still a remaining pool of 110,516 sitting on
the same class having done nothing in the
extended period.
Could exacerbate the testing capacity issues i.e.
3,346 time-limited licences will expire in
December 2021, and between around 3000 –
6000 are expected to expire each month until the
end of 2023
Mass change to expiry dates in the Driver
Licensing Register will impact the integrity of the
register and its data – Licence records are already
out of sync with photo driver licence (PDL) card
details as no replacement cards were
automatically issued for previous extensions and
further extensions will exacerbate problems as
more licences will have expired by the time a
decision is made
Drivers may not be aware of the new expiry date
as new PDLs are not issued for the extension and
despite an extensive communications campaign,
confusion is widespread.
There is already existing confusion among
extended time-limited licence holders and industry
on when their licence actually expires despite the
communications campaign from Waka Kotahi.
If a new PDL is not issued, downstream effect of
not being able to use for ID purposes
Has not been costed by Waka Kotahi due to time
constraints
DOCUMENT TITLE // 4

Criteria met
• Safety: May assist with compliance as licence holder not caught out with an expired licence, but the
change itself will have a neutral safety impact
• Accessibility: This change would continue the known accessibility issues, of cost, access to
adequate training, proximity to licensing agent and/or test location
• Social Impact: Will have a minimal positive impact as it will mean licence holders aren’t required to
renew or sit a test when not ready or when the system has limited capacity, but will continue the
known accessibility issues, of cost, access to adequate training, proximity to licensing agent and/or
test location and place unnecessary stress on the licence holder and their Whānau
• Capacity: It may smooth out some capacity demand in the short term but will only push the issue out
further to form a larger bottleneck
• Implementation: High level complexity. From a technical systems perspective, this will require a
significant update to all affected driver licence records on the Driver Licence Register and an
extensive social media, communications and industry/stakeholder engagement approach. It will be
difficult to communicate as some licences will be extended and others will not
• Revenue: Will have a neutral effect to expected cashflow revenue
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Assessment against Criteria
Option F: An extension only for those within the window of December 2021 – December 2023
Advantages:
Disadvantages:
• Time-limited licences will start expiring on 1
• Requires amendment to the Land Transport
December 2021. This would allow drivers in this
(Driver Licensing) Rule 1999, which is a resource
cohort extra time to progress
intensive process.
• Allows testing sites extra time to increase
• Analysis of the data of those who have progressed
resources to manage these extra drivers over
to another class during the previous extension
coming years
period indicates that the extension was ineffective
– out of the 131,232 licences extended there is still
• Would give extra time for Waka Kotahi to
a remaining pool of 110,516 sitting on the same
design and implement a plan o encourage
class having done nothing in the extended period.
progression through the GDLS
It does not seem that COVID-19 was a large factor
in this based on progression data from 2014 to
2019.
• Could push the testing capacity issues i.e. 3,346
time limited licences will expire in December 2021,
and between around 3000 – 6000 are expected to
expire each month until the end of 2023
• Mass change to expiry dates in Driver Licensing
Register will impact the integrity of the register and
its data – Licence records are already out of sync
with PDL details as no replacement cards were
automatically issued and further extension
exacerbates problems
• Drivers may not be aware of the new expiry date
due to known confusion from the 2019 extension
and because contact details in the Driver Licence
Register are often out of date.
• Despite posted letters, media statements, social
media advertising and memo to industry, there is
already existing confusion among extended timelimited licence holders and industry on when their
licence actually expires
• If a new PDL is not issued for all drivers, there will
be further confusion for licence holders, insurance
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•
•

companies, financial institutions and roadside
Police enforcement activities
If a new PDL is not issued, downstream effect of
not being able to use for ID purposes
Has not been costed by Waka Kotahi due to time
constraints

Criteria met
• Safety: May assist with compliance as licence holder not caught out with an expired licence, but the
change itself will have a neutral safety impact
• Accessibility: This change would continue the known accessibility issues, of cost, access to adequate
training, proximity to licensing agent and/or test location
• Social Impact: Will have a minimal positive impact as it will mean licence holders aren’t required to
renew or sit a test when not ready or when the system has limited capacity, but will continue the
known accessibility issues, of cost, access to adequate training, proximity to l censing agent and/or
test location and place unnecessary stress on the licence holde and their Whānau
• Capacity: It may smooth out some capacity demand in the short term but will only push the issue out
further to form a larger bottleneck
• Implementation: High level complexity. From a technical systems perspective, this will require a
significant update to all affected driver licence records on the Driver Licence Register, and an
extensive social media, communications and industry/stakeholder engagement approach. It will be
difficult to communicate as some licences will be extended and others will not
• Revenue: Will have a neutral effect to expected cashflow revenue
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